
Best Fruity Menthol E Juices
We know some of you prefer your e-liquid to have hints of the finest, and sometimes even
exotic, fruits in the world. We also know how nice a cool menthol chill can compliment such
sweet treats. Through lots of thorough personal research, we've compiled the ultimate list of
what we believe are truly the best fruity menthol e juice flavors available on the market today.

Grape and Strawberry Iced

https://www.misthub.com/collections/mint-menthol-flavor/products/grape-strawberry-iced-100ml-
e-juice-by-cloud-nurdz

https://cdn3.volusion.com/djqrj.kxptz/v/vspfiles/photos/GRAPE-STRAW-ICED-Cloud-Nurdz-2.jpg
?v-cache=1585906725

We'll start you off with a familiar, recognizable mix of grape and strawberry that dances around
your taste buds and eases the sharp chill of menthol. Treat yourself like a Greek or Roman
leader, exploiting the richest, ripest fruit around. Cloud Nerd's offering is akin to gorging on
grapes and strawberries lighter than air.

Dragonfruit

https://www.misthub.com/collections/mint-menthol-flavor/products/dragon-fruit-menthol-e-liquid-
by-solace

https://www.electrictobacconist.com/images/solace-vapor-dragon-fruit-menthol-30ml-vape-juice-
p4611-18435_image.jpg

Now we're starting to get exotic, with a flavor that tastes as if it were plucked straight from a
fresh pitahaya! The watermelon-y explosion complements the icy coolness brilliantly, starting
with a light chill before the exhale, which feels like a winter breeze. Solace thankfully keeps their
prices reasonable, as this is one of their most tempting offerings.

Strawberry Apple

https://vaping.com/ice-monster-strawmelon-apple-100ml

https://assets.vaping.com/media/catalog/product/i/c/ice_monster_strawmelon_apple_100ml_1.p
ng?scale.option=ignore&canvas.width=602&canvas.height=465&scale.width=529&scale.height
=465&canvas.opacity=0
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Ice Monster's Strawberry Apple is a beast of a combination. This flavor fusion combines the
sweetest strawberry, the ripest red apple, all capped off with that refreshing menthol chill you're
craving.

Heisenberg

https://vaping.com/heisenberg-vape

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0882/1942/products/HeisenbergBottleBoxRender.png?v=16034
79125

Two things to note when you're looking at vaping.com's cult hit, Heisenberg – first, it takes a lot
of courage to name your product after the handle of one of the coldest, most vicious math
teachers in television history. Second, prepare yourself to enter the blue void because
everything "blue" imaginable is included. Users have described the taste as cotton candy, but
that cold icy chill at the end reminds you just who's in charge. Say his name, indeed.

Smooth Criminal

https://www.centralvapors.com/smooth-criminal-menthol-e-juice/

https://cdn10.bigcommerce.com/s-fi8xpl/products/553/images/4231/smooth-criminal-ejuice__16
214.1600908880.1280.1280.jpg?c=2

You've been hit by! You've been struck by! Central Vapors' secret weapon, named as a callback
to the classic Michael Jackson song, is apt. Like that classic song's thumping baseline and
sudden, arresting vocals, you'd think the sudden, sharp menthol would all but ruin the
strawberry-banana ice cream taste. Instead, this fantastic combination gives you that same jolt
of electricity you get when the song crescendos.

Pearmint Patty

https://www.vaporfi.com/pearmint-patty/

https://www.vaporfi.com/media/catalog/product/cache/9/thumbnail/600x600/9df78eab33525d08
d6e5fb8d27136e95/p/e/perfectly-peard_1.jpg

As sweet as the character that shares its name, Pearmint Patty on Vaporfi excites your palette
with a well-balanced but pronounced flavor combination. It almost teases you with a gentle pear
flavor - and rather than shock you back to reality with a jolt of menthol, this e-juice eases its way
into the chill.

Peach Freeze
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https://www.vaporfi.com/peach-freeze/

https://cdn3.volusion.com/djqrj.kxptz/v/vspfiles/photos/MR-FREEZE-Peach-FROST-2.jpg

Vaporfi certainly knows how to bring the sweet, with a hint of mint enriching every puff of peach
and lemon. Peach Freeze is a deceptive but gentle blend that's sure to leave you exhaling with
sheer relief. It's the perfect pick for unwinding after a long day.

Hawaiin Pog Juice

https://www.directvapor.com/hawaiian-pog-ice-by-naked-100-e-liquid-60ml/

https://cdn3.volusion.com/djqrj.kxptz/v/vspfiles/photos/Hawaiian-POG-ICE-Naked-2.jpg?v-cache
=1521450033

Sometimes, a hint of the tropics is just what's needed. For those who prefer a tropical taste in
their vape but still like a bit of cold, Naked offers a treat that reminds vapers of a breezy island
day. This puzzling delicacy of fruity pineapple, guava, and citrus provide a lush distraction,
almost to the point where the mint chill finish surprises you every time.

Chill Vines

https://www.directvapor.com/chill-vines-by-quiet-owl-e-liquid-60ml/

https://www.zamplebox.com/Content/images/products/JFK3RZ3.jpg

For the vaper who has the nose of a sommelier, Quiet Owls offering is sure to bring to the
vineyards of Italy or California with a rich red-grape base. Then, like the winds that cool the best
Pinot Noirs, the mint makes its presence known. Even if you don't know anything about wine,
this delicious fruit flavor treats the olfactory senses to subtle pleasures like you've never
experienced.

Aqua Nicotine Salts Pure

https://www.directvapor.com/aqua-nicotine-salts-menthol-pure-30ml/

https://www.directvapor.com/media/catalog/product/p/u/pure_menthol_ice_-_aqua_salts_e-liquid
_-_30ml_1.png

Rejoice because summer never ends with Aqua's pure ice salts! This flavor brings about the
best in the season's fruitful delights, with apple, strawberry, and juicy watermelons that come
together in a delectably delicious combination. Then, like a blast of cold water on a hot
afternoon, the mint blast hits you on the finish.
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